
Japanese Business Law, Second Edition is a selective but substantial bibliography of Western-language

scholarship from the past several decades dealing with Japanese commercial, public and private law. It includes

works by Japanese and non-Japanese authors alike on matters ranging from the law of obligations to corporate

governance, to more general works on the Japanese legal system and law reform. This bibliography is perfect for

any researcher, lawyer, librarian, teacher, or student of Japanese law.

The updated second edition includes:

• The only reference of Western-language materials on most areas of Japanese law

• A first-person point of view of Japanese law for those who do not speak Japanese

• A significant step in the contribution of law outside of Japan

• Regrouping of chapters to include new books and articles in Western languages from 1997 to mid-2012

• A completely rewritten guide to finding Japanese business law materials via the Internet

• 7 new chapters for specific fields of law

• The volumes of work written during the second of Japan's "lost decades"

• Up-to-date resources for searching Japanese law-related material in other languages online

Japanese Business Law in Western Languages is divided into four parts:

● Part I Introduction

● Part II A Annotated guide to basic reference material

● Part II B Extensive guide on online resources

● Part III Selective listing of books & monographs
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The first edition of Japanese Business Law, published fifteen years ago,
received great recognition!

“ The highlight of Japanese Business Law in Western Languages: An Annotated Selective Bibliography, both

for Internet novices and old hands, is a lengthy annotated list of Websites on the Internet, freely providing

information in English on Japanese law. Since some of these Websites are not easy to find without assistance,

the list will save the reader valuable time, for the authors have included only those Websites which they have

identified as authoritative, relevant and useful.

By Annette Marfording, Australian Journal of Asian Law Vol 1, No 2 (1999)

“


